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FOREWORD

This is the last technical report to fulfill the scope of
work of Contract DE-ACO2-7eCS54936 between the Department of
Energy and Cummins Engine Company. The previous two reports,
DOE/NASA/4936-1 and DOE/NASA/4936-2, cover all the experimental
work done on the Cummins NH turbocompound engine. This report
contains all the onalyses that were made to study the
feasibility of a helical screw compressor and expander being
used to replace the turbocharger and the power turbine of the
Cummins turbocompound engine.

This program was conducted by the office of vehicle and
engine R&D. Program officers from DOE were Mr. E. W. Gregory
II and Mr. A. A. Chesnes. The technical monitor was NASA-Lewis
Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio. The NASA Program Manager
was Mr. J. C. Wood.

The bulk of this work was performed by Mr. J. Wurm from
the Institute of Gas Technology under a subcontract from
Cummins. The performance analysis was made by Mr. M. M. Kamel
of Cummins. The Technical Director at Cummins was Mr. Roy Kamo.



SUMMARY

When the Cummins Advanced Turbocompound Diesel Engine
Program was nearing completion, a task was added to study the
effects of using a helical screw type positive displacement
(PD) compressor and expander on the turbocompound engine. The
PD machines were to replace the Cummins/Komatsu turbocharger
and the power turbine used in the advanced turbocompound
engine. The institute of Gas Technology (TGT) completed the
design, layout, and performance analysis of the PD machines
under a subcontract from Cummins. The results of this study
indicate that: (1) a screw compressor expander system can be
used on engines up to at least 750 bhp, (2) dry operation of
the rotors is feasible, (3) the physical layout is acceptable
in a Cummins turbocompound engine, (4) cost and produeibility
of ceramic expanders are uncertain, and (5) an additional brake
specific fuel consumption (BSFC) improvement of about 4% is
possible if PD machinery is used on the turbocompound engine.
Based on this study, Cummins has concluded that an experimental
screw compressor and expander should be developed and tested to
verify the predicted component efficiency and system BSFC gains.

Y
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INTRODUCTION

The fuel economy improvements in turbocompounding a heavy
duty diesel engine have been demonstrated [1,2,31*. The
turbocompound system consists of a power turbine downstream of
the turbocharger turbine and a gear train to feed the power
recovered to the engine crankshaft. It has also been well
established that the efficiencies of the compressor and the
turbines are very critical parameters in the overall engine
brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC). In a previous study by
the Institute of Gas Technology (IGT) of Chicago for Cummins
Engine Company, it was found that the helical screw type
compressors and expanders have significantly higher
efficiencies compared to the turbomachinery used in diesel
engines. Based on this information, it was decided to study
the feasibility of using a positive displacement (PD) helical
screw type compressor and expander in place of the
Komatsu/Cummins turbocharger and the power turbine used in the
turbocompound system tests. This report contains the analysis
of PD compounding of the Cummins NTC engine.

OBJECTIVES

The study of PD compounding included the following
activities:

1. Preliminary design of a PD expander-compressor system
to replace the present Cummins-Komatsu turbocharger
and the power turbine in the NH turbocompound
engine. Included in this activity are (a) system
layout drawings, (b) details of the rotary components
of the expander, and (c) component efficiency
predictions.

2. An engine performance analysis based on the
performance maps of the PD compressor and expander
and a comparison of the results to the advanced
turbocompound engine. This comparison will be made
at 1300, 1600 „ and 1900 rpm full load points only.

3. A brief cost analysis and manufacturing plan.

*Numbers in brackets designate references at the end of the
report.
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4. Normally most of the current production applications
of screw compressors use oil lubrication as well as
"oil flooding" techniques for sealing. Since oil
mist in the air stream is not acceptable in the
diesel engine application, a brief assessment of
operation without oil. or "dry" operation. is
necessary.

5. Establishment of any limitation for the PD system in
terms of engine horsepower.

DISCUSSION

The Institute of Gas Technology (IGT) was subcontracted to
complete four of the activities mentioned above. When the
efficiency maps of the PD equipment were received. Cummins
conducted the engine performance analysis. The complete
subcontract report from IGT is included as Appendix 1. The
following discussion briefly highlights the results of the five
subtasks.

1.	 Design of the PD expander-compressor System to replace the
present Cummins-Komatsu turbocharger and the power turbine !'I

IGT designed the helical screw expander in detail.	 Their
subcontract work emphasized expander design, since the
application of helical, screw machines as expanders is new. sy
Sufficient information is available on screw compressors, and
it was felt that a state-of-the-art compressor could be
selected for this application. 	 The design procedure for the
expander was developed by IGT. 	 The IGT subcon'ractor report,
including the performance analysis, layout drawings, and the
design procedure, is presented in Appendix 1. 	 The results are
summarized below.

Basic Design S ecifications for Ex-pander:
i

Rotor Outer Diameter	 161 mm
Rotor Length	 241 mm =	 {^
Male Rotor Tip speed at Engine Rated

Operating Conditions	 170 m/s
Male Rotor rpm at Engine Rated

Operating Conditions	 20,100 rpm

I^
Basic Design Specifications for Compressor. ...__._,. f

Rotor Outer Diameter	 130 mm
Rotor Length	 230 mm
Male Rotor Tip Speed at Engine Rated

Conditions	 137 m/s
Male Rotor rpm at Engine Rated

Conditions	 20,100 rpm F

It should be noted that a comparable turbocompound system,
operates at 60,000 to 100,000 rpm. f

il
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2. Engine Performance Analysis

Cummins conducted a performance analysis of the compounded
engine system using a cycle analysis program called
"TRANSENG°. This is an improved version of the Cummins Diesel
Cycle Simulation (DCS) program. Cummins analysis was carried
out in a generalized manner to study the effects of varying all
the component efficiencies (i.e. compressor, turbine or
expander, and power turbine for the baseline case) from 70 to
90%. This was done for 1900, 1600, and 1300 rpm engine
speeds. Depending upon the component efficiency improvements
of the screw machines, the curves presented in Appendix 2 could
be utilized to obtain the engine performance improvements. As
an example, if the component efficiencies of the compressor.
turbine, and power turbine of the turbocompound engine are 80%
each: and if these are replaced by a PD compressor and expander
with efficiencies of 87.5% each, then engine efficiency gains
are 3.3% and 4.7% at 1900 and 1300 rpm, respectively. For the
specific comparison of the Cummins Advanced Turbocompound
Engine (DOE/NASA/4936--2) with the PD machines designed here,
the 3.3% and 4.7% gains at 1900 and 1300 rpm represent the best
available data. As experimental data on component efficiencies
become available in the future, the same set of curves
presented here could be utilized to quantify engine system
efficiencies.

3. Cost Analysis and Manufacturing Plan

The manufacturing cost of the screw machines is rather
difficult to assess since many new and untested features are
present in the design. Currently compressors are produced at
relatively low volumes compared to the potential volumes for
screw compressor-expanders in turbocompound engines for the
heavy-duty truck market. The cost estimate generated by 1GT is
shown in Appendix 1. Our visit to Gardner--Denver produced a
more optimistic estimate from that manufacturer. Without
taking into account mass production factors, we estimate that
screw compressor--expander sets could be manufactured for
turbocompound engines for $900, This is broken down as follows:

Compressor Helical Rotors. Fully
Machined $100/piece 	 = $200

Expander Ceramic Rotors Fully
Machined $200/piece	 = $400

Housing. Timing Gears,
Miscellaneous	 300

Total	 = $900

zl
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The cost of turbocompounding hardware is $840/engine. If the
design could be simplified by coating or spraying the expander
with ceramic or eliminate timing gears, this cost could be
significantly reduced. A considerable amount of producibility
research. especially for the expander, is needed. in addition.
the use of screw machines offers the possibility of replacing
the turbocompound gear train and fluid coupling with
inexpensive belt drives. The cost analysis presented here is
preliminary and brief. As hardware is developed, the cost
estimate should be revised and improved.

The manufacturing plan for compressors assumes the
introduction of mass production techniques and emphasizes cost
reduction. For the expander, manufacturing depends on ceramic
rotor production technology. Some research in this area has
already been done at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and is
underway at Cummins on different programs. A producibility
evaluation program for expanders should include a variety of
methods of making composite rotors such as reaction bonding,
coatings, etc. with emphasis on low cost mass production.

4. Assessment of Dry Contact operation of PD Machines

Helical screw compressors are in production and commonly 	 Y

used in several applications now. Most of these machines are
oil lubricated and oil mist "flooded" to provide good sealing	 a
characteristics. The application for supercharging a diesel 	 i
engine is new and the engine cannot tolerate oil mist in the
intake air. Therefore, "dry" operation of the rotors is
necessary. There are screw machines in production now which 	 j
operate dry. This was observed during a visit to the
Gardner-Denver plant in Quincy, Illinois. It is believed that
such operation is feasible if rotor surfaces have compatible
solid lubricant properties. Making rotors out of ceramics is
likely to result in close clearances and good sealing.
According to screw machine manufacturers, such as
Gardner--Denver, Sullair. and SRM, the problems of dry contacts 	 i
can be substantially alleviated if:

9

(a) New rotor profiles are developed for which sealing
properties would not be worsened, but the relative
sliding velocities would be reduced, and
machinability improved. According to Sullair and
SRM, this is possible.

(b) Power transmission is directed through the male
rotor. in such a case, only nominal forces act on
the timing gears or the interacting lobes (in
applications where timing gears are not used). IGT
has conducted a separate study for Cummins under a
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	 different contract to analyze in detail the dry
operation of screw machines (IGT Project No. 65904,
Final Report by J. Wurm, dated February, 1983).
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However, a conclusive judgement on the effective, dry
operation of screw machines will require experimental
evaluation.

5. Establishment of Upper Power Limit of the Engine for the
Application of PD machinery

This criterion is necessary primarily for packaging
considerations. IGT determined the rotor dimensions for a 750
HP diesel engine. The 750 HP level was chosen primarily
because that is the highest HP level of interest to Cummins as
far as turbocompounding is concerned. It was also felt that,
within the packaging constraints for the 750 HP engine, the
recommended rotor tip speeds might be marginal. For the screw
compressor, IGT determined the rotor dimensions by following
generally acceptable geometrical rules and other design
practices. However, the operating conditions for the expander
are much more severe and the design constraints differ from
those of the compressor. This necessitated a different
optimization of the rotor tip speeds. The basis for this
optimization was an estimate of local inlet Mach number
governing the level of hydraulic loss. This justifies the use
of higher speeds (compared to compressors) and, therefore,
matches the large engines with expander dimensions that are
well within the practical sizes of commonly manufactured screw
compressor components. Specifically, the expander size
corresponding to rotors of around 200 mm does not impose any
extra dimensional problems for engines in the 750 HP category.
Therefore, it is concluded that screw machines can be
successfully used on engines of at least 750 HP output. 	 The
layout of the expander designed by IGT is shown in Figure 1.

Based on these discussions, it is clear that the helical
screw type compressor and expander does offer advantages for
the turbocompound engine. The following is a summary of the
advantages.

11	 Lower operating s eed range of the screw expander,
with a simpler reduction of expander power output
shaft speed to the reciprocator power shaft (15,000
to 20,000 rpm for a screw expander instead of 60,000
to 100,000 rpm for the turbo-expander).

2.	 No interstage thermal losses. This is due to the
fact that available after-cylinder heat energy is
converted into useful mechanical work within one
stage (unlike in the case of a turbocharged/
turbocompound system where part of the heat energy is

' f	 extracted with a•high pressure, turbocharger stage
and the rest is extracted with a low pressure, power
turbine stage).

Fes'
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3. Potentially high overall efficiencies for the
expander and compressor. The specific PD machines
designed for the Cummins NTC-400 engine have 87-89%
efficiency compared to turbomachinery efficiencies of
79-80%. In addition, PD equipment has better part
load efficiencies than turbomachinery.

4. The screw expander, unlike a turbo-expander, will
have inherent features protectir:g it against
overspeeding if it is unexpectedly unloaded. This is
accomplished through direct mechanical connections
between the engine and the compound system.

5. Due to mechanical supercharging, a positive
displacement screw supercharged/compound system could
have better dynamic response characteristics,
especially for small light-duty systems, due to the
low inertia of the compressor and expander. For
bigger sizes or heavy-duty systems with higher
moments of inertia of both subcomponerts, predicting
the potential advantages in system response are more
difficult. However, this problem might be overcome
by adequate mass reduction of the reciprocator
flywheel and/or other elements in which mass
reduction would be possible.

CONCLUSIONS

1. PD compounding of heavy duty diesel engines shows good
promise for continued investigation.

2. Based on the preliminary design presented here. addi-tional
analysis on noise, clearance control, and engine
integration of the helical compressor and expander should
be conducted.

3. Detailed component design should be conducted and
prototypes should be produced.

f	 4.	 PD prototype machines should be tested on a test stand and
on an engine to verify the efficiency gains.

r^	
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The objectives of this project were: 1) to prepare a preliminary design

of a screw expander for diesel exhaust energy recovery for the Cummins NTC-400,

400 hp diesel engine, 2) to develop a method of matching a screw expander to an

engine, 3) to evaluate the potential overall efficiency of the expander, and

4) to compare the system efficiencies of the screw expander compound system

relative to the existing turbocompound system.

In this project, the screw expander was designed. The mounting arrange-

ment of the expander with an equivalent compressor was defined. The size and

placement of the machines would require installation similar to the turbocom-

pound system, so that the changes required to incorporate the positive dis-

placement subsystem may be kept to a minimum.

As part of the design work, the stresses on the expander were evaluated,

showing that the design had a minimum safety factor of eight. In addition, a

concept was designed to prevent overexpansion of the exhaust gases and the re-

sulting drop in efficiency.

The sizing and efficiency estimates are based on current compressor

design data, adjusted for the change from symmetric to asymmetric rotor pro-

files, improved bearings, ar:d estimated improvements due to expander instead

of compressor operation. A maximum efficiency of 95% was calculated. In

comparison with the turbocompound system, the positive displacement compound

system was estimated to have 7% higher brake mean effective pressure and 5%

better brake specific fuel consumption at rated conditions. Due to higher

part load efficiencies, engine performance would benefit even further from the

application of the positive displacement subsystem.

This preliminary design was developed using a conservative approach. It

is probable that further simplification, particularly in bearings and seals,

can be made to make the expander, as well as the compressor, less complex and

less costly.

As a result of this work, we concluded that there is a potential benefit

in applying screw machines to this type of service. The projected performance

of the positive displacement compound system is comparable to or better than

the turbocompound system. The stress analysis and the design and installation

V1
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(on paper) have shown that the compound system is technically feasible.

Experimental verification of materials, manufacturing technique, and performance

is, of course, required. 'therefore, we have concluded that the concept of screw

positive displacement compound diesel systems represents a significant tech-

nology advancement that should be further pursued, primarily in terms of identi-

fying manufacturing methods to produce machines at affordable costs.
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INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of this project was to prepare a preliminary design

of a screw expander for diesel exhaust energy recovery for the Cummins NTC-400,

400 hp diesel engine.

Secondary objectives were: to develop a method to match a positive dis-

placement screw expander with a given engine; to evaluate the potential over-

all efficiency of the expander; and to compare overall system efficiencies of

the existing turbocompound unit with those of the proposed screw expander

compound alternative.

Our approach to this work consisted of two steps:

e	 Developing engineering methods for sizing and selecting a screw expander
given a combustion engine.

•	 Generating an engineering design of an expander that is dimensionally
compatible with the existing hardware.

Throughout the project, we emphasized consideration of the system performance

and characteristics, with special attention paid to the high operating tempera-

tures, mechanical loads, and unconventional, high variable operating conditions.

The conceptual design and analysis is based on the use of ceramics for

the following reasons:

The peak exhaust manifold temperature for the turbocompounded thermally
insulated engine has been -easured at 1070°F. Exhaust temperature
predictions for the advanced adiabatic diesel are as high as 15010°F. T1=e
temperature is very close to the temperature range in which the structural
properties of steel deteriorates. For example, M50 steel tensile strength
decreases from 125 x 103 psi at 1100°F to 25 x 10 3 psi at 1500'P.

The efficiency of a screw expander is extremely dependent on the
clearances between its components. The coefficient of thermal expansion
for ceramics is less than 1/4 that of steel. Thus, control of clearances
is easier with ceramics than with steel.

The density of ceramics is about 1/2 that of steel. Thus, ceramic rotors
would have lower rotational inertial characteristics than steel. This is
advantageous in terms of the total system dynamic response behavior.

The use of ceramics for the housing of the expander would result in less
heat loss than with steel because the thermal conductivity of ceramic
materials is about 1/2 that of steel.

I
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TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENTS

The details of our design and analysis of a screw expander for compound

diesel operation are described below,

System Analysis

Baseline System Data Analysis and Evaluation

The screw expander, acting as an exhaust energy recovery device, operates
r

within the thermodynamic conditions defined by the design characteristics and

operating conditions of an engine.	 In addition, the expander also has to

"	 physically fit into the engine's existing structural arrangement. 	 A careful

assessment of the conditions that the expander should match was the logical

first step of this project.I

The screw expander compound system was to be designed for the Cummins
y^l

"	 NTC-400 engine.	 This was also the baseline engine for the previously devel-

oped turbocompound hybrid system of Cummins Engine Co. 	 Performance data for

that system were provided to IGT by Cummins for comparison with the expander

system.	 Since the screw expander is a positive displacement replacement for

"	 the low-pressure power turbine in addition to the supercharger turbine in the ^1

existing turbocompound diesel engine TCPD-450, almost all the available per-

formance and operating data as well as some design features of this system can
.	 k{

be used to establish the base for performance predictions and specifications

of design requirements of the screw expander compound system. f

The data received from Cummins consisted of values of performance and
i

operating parameters of the hybrid system load characteristics measured at

three engine speeds: 1300, 1600, and 1900 rpm. Performance data were deter-

mined for the hybrid system, the diesel engine, and low-pressure power turbine

separately. The performance data of special interest for analysis of the

expander were brake horsepower and brake specific fuel consumption. For the

components of the hybrid system and for the system as a whole, measurements

were made at the following points of the turbocompound system: compressor

inlet, engine inlet manifold, compressor turbine inlet, power turbine inlet, 	 I
and power turbine outlet. For our work, the important data were: air mass

flow to the engine, air pressure and temperature at inlet manifold, and

exhaust pressure and temperature in outlet manifold. These data as well as

2
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other factors (such as turbocharger performance, pressure drop across the

engine, etc.) were assessed. Design point conditions for sizing the expander

were based on load distribution versus engine speed during average driving

operation. (These data were provided by Cummins.) Since the baseline NTC 400

engine was designed as a heavy-duty, long-haul vehlle engine and the same

application for the screw expaader compound system was assumed, most of the

operating time is in the vicinity of maximum load.

Mounting arrangements for the expander and the method of compounding it

into the system were to be defined from several engineering drawings of the

existing arrangement of the NTC-400 diesel, turbocompound drive train layout,

and current exhaust manifolds.

These data and technical information were used for evaluating the require-

ments to be met by the screw expander and constituted the base level for our

analysis and design specifications which are discussed below.

Overall Adiabatic Efficiency of the Screw Expander

One of the advantages of the positive displacement screw expander com-

pounding over turbocompounding lies in its potentially higher overall adia-

batic efficiency. The overall adiabatic efficiency of the screw expander has

an important influence on the total efficiency of the compounded system. How-

ever, use of screw positive displacement expanders is at a very early stage,

so the procedure for identifying design specifications for a screw expander

from the desired adiabatic efficiency has not been previously established.

The limited time schedule and funds have not allowed for a more detailed

mathematical study of this problem. In an attempt to narrow the existing gap

in knowledge, we studied the existing compressor data and the possible effects

of various thermodynamic, operating, and design factors on the overall effic-

iency of a screw expander. This allowed us to estimate the performance and

establish a sound basis for the design.

Our studies have led us to the following guidelines for deriving the

efficiency characteristics of the expander:

Expander characteristics are functionally similar to compressor
characteristics and as such can be derived from existing per-
formance specifications of commercial screw compressors.

^r.
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•	 Recent achievements in improving efficiency could be taken into
account in our prediction of the potential expander total adia-
batic efficiency as well.	 3;

®	 overall adiabatic efficiency of the expander can be derived by
correcting the overall adiabatic efficiency of a compressor for
the difference between the hydraulic losses associated with
compression and those with expansion.

Using these guidelines, we have selected a compressor made by

Gutehoffnungsh6tte, a West German compressor manufacturer. The compressor has

overall adiabatic efficiency characteristics, noad,com, defined as a function

of pressure ratio, operating speed, and delivered capacity (Chlumsky) as shown

in Figure 1. This compressor represents the traditional dry machine with a

symmetric rotor profile and plain bearings. The compressor was selected because

it is the most recent design characterized in enough detail for our use. These

characteristics were used to calculate overall adiabatic efficiency as a function

of male rotor speed for values of pressure ratio. This function provides the

basis for deriving the potential expander overall adiabatic efficiency lines.

` The main contributions to improved expander efficiency are from replacing

_ plain journal bearings with ball or roller bearings, and replacement of sym-

metrical rotor profiles with asymmetrical low internal leakage profile.	 Ac-

y- cording to Wichert	 a mechanical	 ournal bearing efficient	 , of 0.93 cang	 ^	 j	 g	 Y^	 n,,,,rB -	 f

be increased to a rolling bearing efficiency, nmRB, of 0.97; knowing nMJB , the

internal adiabatic efficiency, nad,com' of the compressor could be found,

{

n	 = noad,com	 (^)

1
ad,comnJB

The effect of changing from symmetric to asymmetric profiles (Schibbey) is

shown in Figure 2 in the form of a ratio of internal adiabatic efficiencies

for asymmetric and symmetric profiles as a function of tip speed of the male I

rotor.	 Making the simplifying assumption that the adiabatic efficiency ratio

. is not influenced by varying pressure ratio, the internal adiabatic effic-

iency, nrad,com, of the compressor corrected for an asymmetric profile can be

defined as:

nTad,com - nad,com	
(2)
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Leakage between rotor volumes affects expander efficiency differently than a

compressor. Leakage for an expander occurs in the direction of flow from high

to low pressure areas rather than against the flow direction. Exhaust gases

leaking around a rotor lobe decrease the pressure of the entrained volume and

thus decrease the level of expansion that could otherwise be achieved. How-

ever, they also increase the temperature and pressure of the volume they are

entering; because of this increase, - partial recovery of the loss can be

achieved by using a larger volume expansion ratio. A more detailed analytical

evaluation of the potential gains in expander efficiency was beyond the scope

of this work. However, we assumed that a 2% gain of expander internal adia-

batic efficiency is conceivable throughout the operating range of pressure

ratios and speed, resulting in:

nad,exp	 1.02 n ad,com	 3)

The last step in determining the potential total expander adiabatic efficiency

was to account for the rolling bearing mechanical efficiency, nmRB = 0.97,

resulting in:

noad,exp - nad,exp nM"
	 (4)

The corresponding lines for noad,exp are plotted next to corresponding lines

for noad,com in Figure 3.

For further analysis, we needed to establish the expander's efficiency

characteristics at operating speeds corresponding to the engine operating

speeds at which the data used for this analysis have been measured. An upper

limit was imposed on the operating speed since available compressor data only

extends to 100 m/sec rotor tip speed (approximately 15,000 rpm in this case).

Compressor speeds of 10,000; 12,000; and 14,000 rpm were selected. These speeds

are below the upper limit and maintain an almost fixed ratio between compressor

and engine speeds. At this point the deviations from a fixed gear ratio are

insignificant. The compressor efficiency curves were then replotted as a

function of pressure ratio in Figure 4. It can be seen that the baseline

compressor efficiency drops as the operating pressure ratio deviates from the

design pressuxe. An expander, however, is not expected to be as sensitive as

the compressor to the difference between the operating and design pressure

ratios.

... .......
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The last step in determining the adiabatic efficiency of the screw expander

was to identify the influence of high speeds on expander efficiency. For a

reasonably sized expander providing total expansion of exhaust gases defined by

the engine rating point, our calculations showed that the expander will run at

approximately 20,000 rpm. Following the ratio between engine and expander speed

for the speeds where engine load characteristics were taken, corresponding

expander speeds are 17,000 and 14,000 rpm, respectively. These values were

beyond the range covered by both the screw compressor and expander character-

istics as shown in Figure 3.

Considering the influence of expander speed on adiabatic efficiency,

increased speeds would tend to decrease both internal and external leakages

and to increase hydraulic losses generated at the inlet to the machine, during

high velocity flow of the working medium along the rotors, and at the outlet

from the unit.

Comparing the operating conditions of a screw machine acting as a com-

pressor or as an expander, the expander will operate at much higher tempera-

tures than those experienced by compressors. Therefore, the local Mach num-

bers (see "Expander--Compressor Design Study for Heavy Duty Compounded,

Adiabatic Diesel Engines, Final. Report," February 1983) are much higher, which

allows higher operating tip speeds. The following differences will also

affect their relative hydraulic loss characteristics:

t
^	 fl

}

Y

0	 The compressor accelerates the working medium at its inlet from zero
velocity to rotor tip velocity; an expander is fed with gas having some
finite speed at its inlet caused by the blowdown and forced discharge of
the engine.	 Because inlet hydraulic losses are proportional to inlet gas
acceleration within the machine, total inlet hydraulic losses will in-
crease with expander tip speed slower than for the compressor.

f
.' 0	 The high velocity of gas inside the machine produces frictional losses

which, in the charging and expansion phases of the expander cycle, can be
partially recovered as generated heat. 	 For a compressor, no friction-
related loss is recoverable.

®	 Discharge in a compressor takes place after a compression phase through a
discharge port which, due to design conditions, may be more restricted In
size than an expander outlet.	 Outlet hydraulic losses of the expander
may be kept at a lower level as a result.

0	 The high velocity of gases entering the expander in combination with the

^"
high frequency of pressure changeb may improve the charging efficiency of
the expander.
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Our conclusion from the above considerations is that a screw machine will

have better efficiency characteristics at higher speeds when it operates as an

expander than as a compressor. An exact determination of the possible gains

in efficiency at higher speeds for a screw expander is impossible without a

more detailed analysis. Therefore, we assumed that the combined effect would

make the overall adiabatic efficiencies derived for the expander at 10,000;

12,000; and 14,000 rpm equal to that axpected at speeds of 14,000; 17,000; and

20,000 rpm, respectively. Based on this assumption, the lines for the final

values of noad,exp as a function of pressure ratio were drawn in Figure 4.

With this approach, we estimated a maximum potential overall adiabatic effic-

iency of 95% for the expander. Further study is, of course, required to

verify this number before proceeding with later experimental work. Several

approaches to extrapolate these curves for higher pressure ratios were

considered. These included: non-linear approximations in which the

derivatives within the higher pressure ratio range follow the derivatives

defined from existing data for lower pressure ratios; linear approximations in

which straight lines containing points for pressure ratios of 2.4 and 2.8

represent potential expander efficiencies for higher pressure ratios; and

linear approximations where numerical values of overall adiabatic efficiencies

were assumed for a pressure ratio of 5. Different slopes for given speeds

were established to account for the influence of gas dynamics as well as

"I

interactions between engine and expander.

This last extrapolation most closely resembled the trend shown by the	 t

theoretical compressor adiabatic efficiency. As a result, it was used for

estimating values of expander overall adiabatic efficiency at operating points

of the baseline system. These values were used to determine the screw ex-

paander compound system performance and efficiency characteristics.

Efficiency and Other Characteristics of the Screw Expander Compound System

The major objectives of this analysis were:

®	 Estimate the technological competitiveness of the Gcrew expander compound
system with special emphasis on evaluating its potential advantages over	 }
the existing turbocompound system.

a	 Define the economy and operational optimization of the system in terms of
engine exhaust back-pressure.

These objectives were reached by using a simplified model describing the	 t

screw expander compound system, composed of a positive displacement supercharger,
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positive displacement diesel engine, and positive displacement screw expander.

All analyses carried out were based on the following assumptions:

a Boosting characteristics of the engine after conversion from turbo-
compounding to positive displacement compounding remains unchanged,
which implies that the positive displacement supercharger replacing
the turbo-charger in the baseline system will be able to duplicate
air flow, intake air pressure, and intake air temperature to the
engine at the monitored points of engine load characteristics.

0	 Thermodynamics of the engine combustion process are not influenced
by back-pressure buildup in the engine exhaust manifold caused by
interaction between engine and expander. The effect of this
assumption was that values of engine brake shaft power determined
at measured characteristic points could be directly used in our
analysis.

as	 The analysis was carried out for several cases in which the system
design pressure ratios were greater than 3. This assumption was
made to simplify the calculation procedure by limiting the scope of
analysis only to the cases where the operating expansion ratios of
the screw expander compound system exceeded those of the baseline
turbocompound system.

0	 The system operates at steady-state conditions.

The schematic of the positive displacement compound system is shown in

Figure 3. Exhaust gases partially expanded in the engine enter the positive

displacement expander to complete thermodynamic expansion. Mechanical power

generated during this post-cylinder expansion is transmitted through the drive

train to the engine. The power, decreased by the amount required to drive the

positive displacement compressor, adds to the total power output from the sys-

tem shaft.

The thermodynamic working cycle of the system is identical to the turbo-

compound system and the p-V diagram is shown in Figure 6. This figure also

establishes the parameter notations used. Numbers indicating points on the

p-V diagram are used as subscripts of thermodynamic state parameters at those

points. The expander generates mechanical power from the potential thermal

energy contained in exhaust gases at the end of the engine cylinder expansion

(flow dynamics assumed to be negligible).

A block diagram of the interactions among individual parts of the system

is shown in Figure 7. The block element representing the expander has been

divided into two parts to show that there are two volumes incorporated into

the total displacement of the screw expander, each of them performing
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different functions; the charging volume, V che , responsible for the flow rate

of gases through the system, controls the back-pressure in the exhaust mani-

fold; and the expansion volume, V de , where the expansion process takes place.

The charging volume, by controlling back-pressure p4 ', contributes to cylinder

pumping losses while Vde contributes to the expansion process, generating p-V

work which is directed to the engine shaft at a rate determined by the expander

power output shaft speed, n e . This determines expander power output, Poe-

Because the charging volume of the expander is an important design parameter

of the system, as it controls the cylinder back-pressure which is practically

identical to the expander inlet pressure and influences the performance of the

engine and the expander, we have examined its effect on the pressure at the

expander inlet, p4'.

From the mass conservation principle and the ideal gas equation applied

to the points at the inlet and outlet of the reciprocator:

.

PI sr 	 p41Vche

	

RTC R T4 —
	

(5)

where:

Tl - Reciprocator intake temperature

pl	 Reciprocator intake pressure

T4 	 Expander inlet temperature

p4 ' -- Expander inlet pressure

4

Vsr - Volume flow capacity of reciprocator (engine)

V
che = Volume flow capacity of expander.

n

Vsr = Zr V
sr (for four-stroke cycle)
	

(5)

f.

where:

nr = Reciprocator shaft speed (engine)

Vsr = Reciprocator displacement

and:

o^

^a 15

:gg
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V
che - 4neVch (for four lobe male rotor)

where:

Vch = Charging volume of individual interlobe cell

ne = Expander male rotor speed.

Equation 7 after rearrangement is:

1 P1	 4T ' nr
Vch W 8 p4, 

T1 ne 
Vsr	 ($)

In Equation 8, ply T1, T4' and nr are engine parameters depending only on the

operating point. If these values are determined, then the charging volume be-

comes only a function of engine back-pressure and expander speed.

For given operating conditions of an engine (such as the rated condi-

tions) and the desired back-pressure level and drive ratio between the engine

and expander, the charging volume of an individual interlobe cell can be

determined. Figure 8 shows curves of charging volume for values of engine

^Ioutlet pressure within the range of n e developed for the operating conditions!
1

of our baseline system ( PI = 2.41 kg/cm2 , T1 = 424°K, T4' = 850 0K, nr = 1900	 `	 !

rpm, and Vsr = 14 dm3 ) .	 }

After a description of the pressure levels at the expander inlet was

developed, we formulated a model of the expander compound system to determine

its performance. The measure of performance selected was brake specific fuel

consumption, comparing that of the turbocompound system (determined experi-

mentally) with that of the screw expander compound system.
i

Referring to the block diagram of the screw expander compound system in

Figure 7, brake specific fuel consumption, BSFCD , is:

i

m	 j
BSFCB = Pf	 (9)

bs

where:

it
f
	Fuel rate to the system

Pbs = Brake power output from the system.
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Analysis of the power balance within the system leads to:

Pbs Pbr + Pbe Pp nmr Pic

•rhe re :

?br = Brake power of reciprocator

?be y Brake power output of expander

'p = Indicated pumping power losses induced by manifold back--pressure

1mr ^ Reciprocator mechanical efficiency (const = 0.90)

?ic = Compressor power input.

The expander brake power is determined by:

(10)

(11)

(12)

Pbe _ oe nmdt

where:

Poe = Expander shaft power output

Tlmdt - Power drive train mechanical efficiency (coast = 0.97)

and the shaft power by:

Poe	 pa,e noad,exp

where:

Pa , e	 = Expander theoretical adiabatic power

noad,exp = Overall adiabatic expander efficiency

The theoretical adiabatic power is found from:

.-	
p	 K	 1	 1

Page = 6.4103 * 10-3 m T4 ^ (I + 1tf) 
K K 1 

(1 - [ PO ,I	 ), hp	 (13)	 f

4

where:

M	 = Mass flow rate of air through system, kg/min.

T4 ° = Temperature at expander inlet, °K

N



(14)

Rf = Fuel/air ratio of working engine

K	 = Adiabatic exponent for air (1. 4)

PO = Ambient Pressure, kg/cm2

P4 1 = Actual manifold back-pressure, kg/cm2.

The compressor power is found by:

P
ac

Pic - noc

where:

Pac = Compressor theoretical adiabatic power

hoc	 Overall adiabatic efficiency of the positive displacement supercharger
(assumed in calculations as constant = 0.75)

K - 1
r	 P

Pac = 6.4103 10
-3 

m 
T 1 K	 1 ([ pl])^ K - 1), hp
	 (15)

0
where:

T1 1 - Temperature at reciprocator intake, °R

P1	 = Pressure at reciprocator intake, kg/cm2.

Indicated pumping power loss PP represents the work rate performed by the

engine piston against the back-pressure in the exhaust manifold during its

exhaust stroke. Under the assumption that back-pressure does not change the

energy conversion process in the cylinder, the engine indicated power at two

different back-pressures will differ by the difference between the respective

pumping losses. As is schematically shown in Figure 9, this can be mathemati-

cally expressed as:

Pir (P41D) = Pir (p41T) + APp	(16)

where:	 1
-	 I

j	
-

PVT

	

	 Back-pressure corresponding to the operating point of the
turbocompound system

P4' D	- Back-pressure corresponding to the same operating point for
the screw expander compound system

19
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e

Pir(P4'D ) 	= Indicated ( internal) power of reciprocator compounded with
screw expander operating at back-pressure P41D

Pir(PV T)	 = Indicated power of reciprocator compounded with turbo-
expander operating at back-pressure PVT

i
?I P

p	= Pumping power difference caused by back-pressure difference. 	 ^l

For equal conditions at the engine inlet it can be shown that:	 '3

AP	 Vss nr (p4 , D - p4 , T )	 (17)
p

where:

Vsr = Reciprocator swept volume

nr = Reciprocator speed, rpm.

Finally, Equation 17 can be rearranged to:	 4,

APP r1.538 10-2 n Ap, hp	 (17a)^

where:
1

Ap = (p41D - p4 1 T)^ kg/cm	 (18}	
t
1

After developing the individual power consumption and generation t.Qrms

for Equation 10, Equation 19 can be used for predicting the potential brake

specific fuel consumption of our system.

Screw expander power output performance is shown in Figure 10. Screw

expander shaft power curves were generated for an expander design pressure

ratio of 3.5 with the engine load characteristics at an engine speed of 1900

rpm using Equations 12 and 13 and data from the baseline system. The curve

representing screw expander brake power represents effective power generated

by the expander and available on the system power output shaft, which accounts

for parasitic losses of the compressor drive.
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Design Procedures

Basic Design Parameters

Sizing of the screw expander began with specifying the design point of

the system. Since the system is to be applied as a heavy-duty, long-haul-

truck prime mover and to achieve maximum energy recovery 4bility through com-

plete expansion, we took the rated operating point of the engine as the design

point for the expander. Based on Cummins Diesel Co. data, at the outlet from

the engine (which is approximately that at the expander inlet) the design

point is defined by id = 32.6 kg/min and T4 1 = 850 0K, which can be used to

calculate the volumetric flow rate 1►4 , (All subscripts and superscripts de-

fined in Figure 6). Based on the results of our performance analysis, the

optimal value for the design expansion pressure ratio wed is 3.5, under the

assumption of complete expansion to ambient pressure. The volume flocs capac-

ity of the expander Vche, defined as the volume flow rate at the inlet to the

expander V4 ' at its rated operating point conditions is expressed by:

V4 ' = m 	 (19)

P41 

where:

= Rated air mass flow rate through system

T4 ' = Temperature of exhaust gas at expander inlet for rated operating point

P4 ' = Design value of back-pressure for rated operating point.

^^	 3

^i

If the expansion is adiabatic and ends at ambient pressure, the volume flow

1	 rate of exhaust gases at outlet conditions to be hi:!.ndled by the expander- is:
 l

^4..	
p

V4 , ( p4 }K	 (20)

a

At design conditions, this flow rate is equal to the displacement flocs rate of

the expander, V 	 2-- 56.6 m3-r"r--

	

	 p	 , to /min. The (deal relationship (volumetric effic-

iency = 100%) between design factors of the screw expander and its volume flow

t	 rate is given by:
a

V to = C Cwa D3 A nm	 (21)

k:
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where:

C	 = Active area profile constant

C
wa = Wrap angle constant

D	 = Rotor outside diameter, m

L	 = Rotor length, m

nm = Theoretical male rotor speed, rpm. 	 r

C and Cwa are related to the rotor profile and can be determined analytically 	 !`

for all existing designs. They are held proprietary by screw machinery manu-

iacturers. For the first selection of rotor dimensions the Svenska Rotor 	 +:
o.:

Mas'ciner A.P. (SRM) values of C = 0.501 and Cwa = 0.9688, valid for an

unspecified asymmetric profile, were used. The volumetric characterization

for a profile actually used were corrected later but the rotor diameter was 	 „I

retained. The rotor diameter must be determined as a compromise between 	 y
-	 f?

expander size and rotor tip speed found to assn re good overall adiabatic

efficiency and an expander box volume compatible with both the engine and the

total compound system dimensions. These considerations led us to select a 	 I^

diameter of 161 mm (see Figure 1, of "Expander-Compressor Design Study for heavy	 g	 `^
p E

Duty Compounded Adiabatic, Diesel Engines"). Practicality and a desire for
t

rigidness of the unit were the reasons for selecting L/D = 1.5. 	 ^I

Determination of Theoretical Expander Charging Volume

The expander charging volume, which affects the back-pressure level, is

one of the expander design characteristics to be determined in relation to the

design expansion pressure ratio and can be defined as:

Vche - V4'/ne (22)

Equation 22 defines the charging volume for one revolution of the male rotor.

However, it is convenient to relate charging volume to the individual inter-

lobe volume:

V`

4V' che = ni	
(22a)

e
where:

i	 dumber of interlobe cells involved in charging process per one revolu-
tion of male rotor.

24
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For values of rated conditions, red = 3.5 and i = 4, Vche = 1245 cm3 and

V the "' 311 cm3 .

Determination of Theoretical Expander Displacement

The expander displacement can be defined as the total volume generated by

the interlobe working volume during one revolution of the male rotor and can

be expressed as:

	

Vt P 
_ me	 (23)

e

or, if related to an individual working volume

V

V t	 - 
to	

(23a)
to - n i-	 e

For the above values, V te = 3.048 dm3 and Vte W 0.762 dm3.

Rotor Profile Selection

The rotor profile has a strong influence on the overall performance of a

screw compressor. Profile development has continued for over 40 years, pri-

marily by SRM of Sweden. Most compressor manufacturers have built their

capabilities as SRM licensees; there have been exceptions, such as Aerzahner

Maschinenfabrik A.G. in West Germany. This arrangement will probably change,

since the basic patent protection on the rotors and their profiles will end

around 1985. After that, manufacturers will be free to apply advanced

profiles possibly of.their oFrn design for better performance,

The intended use of the machine is important in determining the rotor

geometry. An evaluation to consider the effects of profile will have to be

performed eventually, including dynamic aspects and material and manufacturing

x!

	

	 problems. Most of this could be done aanlytically, including optimized pro-

file generation. Ex perimental verification would then be needed for any

j	 profile.

For this project, we have used recent SRM asymmetric profiles for the

I	 rotors.

IL	
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Characteristics of an Expander with Asymmetric Profile

After determining the detailed geometry for the female and male rotors,

the expander volume characteristics (expander displacement, V t e, individual

cell displacement, Vt^„ charging volume, Vche, and individual cell charging

volume, Vche) can be identified. The following set of geometric equations

describes basic meshing characteristics of lobed screw rotors, the arrangement

of which is shown in Figure 11:

N
i t 

= Nf	
(24)

M

L

rm

	

	 i c I	
(25)

t

	

rf = 
it ^c1	

(26)
t

	

RI = Lc - R 
	 (27)

	

a= rm -- Rl	 (28)

where:

i t	= Screw machine timing gear ratio

N f ,Nm = Number of female and male rotor lobes, respectively

rm	 = Pitch radius of male rotor

rf	= Pitch radius of female rotor

	

j	 Lc	 = Distance between axes of rotors

Ro	= Outside radius of both rotors

RI	= Male rotor root radius

f
a	 = Addendum of male rotor.

	

A	 With Nf = b, NM = 4, RQ = D/2 = 80.5 mm, Lc = 125 mm, and assuming a

	

_--	 practical value of the lobe radius, r = 0.4 Rog the additional basic charac-

teristics of the profile are: r = 30.5 mm, rm = 50 mm, rf = 75 mm, a = 5.5

	

}	 mm, and RI = 44.5 mm. Other elements of the asymmetric profile are an arc

ai

i

^l

'i

F
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angle, a = 10° of female flank base, circular portion radius R = 4/3, r = 40

mm and straight portion angle 8 = 20% All other portions of flank profilas

for both male and female lobes are generated curves and are subject to the

proprietary position of SRM.

Determining the actual volume characteristics corresponding to the

selected design profile, as a function of the male rotor's angular position

was required to identify the actual displacement of the expander. Figure 12

shows several positions of the male and female rotors, and the volume formed

between them and the housing. Using surface integration and an analytically

determined engagement point where the male and female rotors completely mesh,

the values of individual interlobe, vte, and overall volume displacement for

one revolution, Vte, were calculated. For a wrap angle of 300°, a length of

241 mm, and 4 interlobe volumes for the expander, the overall volume displace-

ment, Vte is 2.504 cm3 y with Vre = 0.62b cm3 • The charging volume that would

ensure the desired expansion pressure ratio of 3.5 was derived from:

1

K	 (29)
V I
che	 Vte /red

resulting in V'*che = 0,256 cm3 or V* che = 1.024 cm3.

Adjusted Design Parameters

Comparing the theoretical required displacement of the expander with the

value determined for the selected rotor profiles shows that the latter values

are lower than the theoretical by 18%. This discrepancy can be corrected

through proper selection of the drive ratio. Assuming that the expander volu-

metric efficiency, nvol, may be kept at 90%, using:

V4 - idt nr Vte nvol	
(30)

Where:
^i

idt = %/nr = Gear ratio between expander power shaft and reciprocator
crankshaft.

f	 ;^
r.
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produces, for nr a 1900 rpm, V*	 3e - 2.504 dem, I 4" - 56.6 m3 /min , a power

drive train ratio i at of 10.594. The corrected expander rated speed is 20,130

rpm with a tip speed for the male rotor of 170 m/sec.

Timing and Porting

The inlet and outlet port design of the screw expander defines the

operating points of both the charging and expansion process. Specifically, the

design should achieve the following:

•	 Timing of inlet and outlet ports to meet the design value of the built-in
volume expansion ratio and to provide the required pressure expansion
ratio (total expansion to ambient conditions st the rating point)

•	 Minimization of hydraulic losses at the inlet and outlet, which strongly
influence the total adiabatic efficiency, achieved by selection of the
proper shape and size of the port.

The volume characteristic for an interlobe cell shown in Figure 13 was

used to determine the opening and closing times of the ports. Theoretically,

inlet closing should occur when the desired charging volume is built up. The

outlet opening should occur when the cell volume has reached a maximum. Using

these conditions, the following timing has been established:

Port Timing	 Angle

Inlet Opening	 0°
Inlet Closing	 170°
Outlet Opening	 380°
Outlet Closing	 7560

Using this information in connection with the rotor profiles, the port con-

tours can be established. It should be noted that optimization of the timing

and porting would be continued empirically during, the prototvpe phase when the1 ,I	

effects of fluid dynamics can be evaluated.

Expansion Ratio Modulation System Concept

The desire for a high adiabatic efficiency of the screw expander requires
i

some sort of modulation of the volume expansion ratio. If no modulation were

possible, the fixed expansion ratio would significantly increase losses of the

engine at part load operation. Regardless of the pressure ratio across the

expander, the value of interlobe space pressure decreases along the rotor.

]ideally, this pressure reaches ambient at the end of the rotor at design

conditions. When the operating pressure ratio decreases, the point at which

30
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interlobe pressure reaches ambient moves nearer the inlet end of the rotor.

With a built--in volume expansion ratio, a vacuum zone would be created between

the ambient pressure point and the end of the rotor. This vacuum zone, which

is a cause of inefficiency, can be eliminated by "venting" to the ambient

through a set of communicating valves located in the rotor housing along the

length of this zone. The engineering concept of the expansion ratio

modulation system is shown on Figure 14. A set of valve guides (1) is

machined in the housing. Each valve guide is connected through a passage (2)

to the rotors and is closed by a valve seat plate (3) and connected through a

vent port (4) to the low pressure (atmospheric) chamber (5). This chamber can

be connected to the atmosphere or to the exhaust chamber (6) of the expander

through the passage (7). Each of the valve guides accommodates a vent valve

(8) of special design operated by the pressure difference between the inside

and outside of the interlobe cell. Whenever the pressure in the interlobe

cell is higher than that of the low pressure chamber, the valve is held by

this difference against its seat and seals off both volumes. When

overexpansion drops the interlobe pressure below that existing on the other

side, the valve will open. Specially-shaped side grooves and bottom recesses

inside the valve will form the venting passage of the interlobe cavity,

preventing excessive overexpansion losses. Two rows of valves located along

the housing on the male rotor side would provide for close spacing and effec-

tive expansion modulation as well as provide an adequate number of valves for

effective flow through the venting area at low loads of the expander. Venting

to the exhaust after the expander, instead of to the atmosphere, will reduce

internal cooling of the interlobe cell because the exhaust gases have a higher

temperature than ambient air. In this way, near adiabatic expansion within

the working cell can still be achieved at low loads. The second potential

advantage of this solution is that pressure build-up in the low pressure

chamber over the valve might improve the valve's dynamic response.

Stress Analysis - of the Screw Expander

Performiig a comprehensive stress analysis on the screw expander is

complex and beyond the scope of this study. The shape of the lobes and

►^:	 volumes, which form multiple spaces where pressures vary according to the

P71-t	 working conditions and the position in the working cycle, form complex
:I

external loads on the expander rotors and other structural members. Internal

t.
RMT 32	 J
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stresses and strains are complicated further by the high operating speeds and

temperatures of the machine as well as the fact that two different materials

(steel and ceramic) are involved. However, some knowledge about the stress

and strain within the working elements is required for their successful

design. Therefore, we analyzed a simplified model of the ex;.ernal loads.

Simplified Model of External Load

Figure 15 shows the schematic view of a simplified model of external load
f

for the stress analysis of the screw expander. The main elements taking up^

the total mechanical and thermal loads are the male and female rotors, their

bearings and bearing supports. The housing is exposed directly to the pres-

sureloads, but it is a stationary member with no dynamic loads and lends

itself to a rigid design. Our model assumed that pressure loading acts on

both the male (1) and female (2) rotors in the form of two continuously dis-

tributed loads, wl and w2 ; where w1 has a constant value over the length of 	 1

i
the rotors corresponding to the charging volu ,.d of the interlobe cells, while

W2 	 p	 - represents a linearly changing distributed load over the length of they

rotors corresponding to the expansion process within interlobe cells. The 	
f

pressure also acts axially, creating thrust force Fax• The shaft is supported

by three bearings represented in our model by force reactions R 1 , R2, and R3.`

Additionally, both rotors are loaded with uneven torques, TM and T FI generated
'I

by pressure differences distributed over the rotor circumferences. The exact

female/male rotor torque proportions is difficult to determine, however, it	 i
i

was assumed to be 10%/90%, respectively, which was accurate enough for this

analysis. Corresponding gear forces resolve into a pair of tangential forces,

Fgt , acting transversely upon the shafts, a pair of radial forces, Fgr , and a

pair of axial forces, F gax . The internal centrifugal forces which are

distributed radially and act upon the external layers of the ceramic coating,
i

also influence the stress of the expander rotors. Assuming that power output
s

is taken from the male rotor shaft, this shaft transmits the major portion of

the torque and is subjected to higher loads. Because it is more heavily

loaded, all further stress and strain analysis was conducted for the male
1

rotor subassembly.

Determination of Shearing Forces and Bending Moments for Male Shaft

The free body diagram for the male shaft is shown in Figure 16. The

timing gear loads are omitted due to their low values. Because the problem is 	 1

34
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statically indeterminate (three supporting bearings), the following set of

simplified equilibrium equations have been written for R2 and R 3 only:

3E X= 0; R2 - fo wl dx2 - fo2w2 dx 1 + R3 = 0	 (3.L.

EMo = 0; R2 14 - ( 13-
2
 2 + 12 ) fwl dx -(2(Z2	 1).+ 1 1 ) Jw2 dx = 0	 (32)

Assuming that pressure is exerted on the upper side of the rotors only, then:

dwl
 - Pmax 

Do dx;	 (33)

dw2 _ (p	 1)0
Do - Pmax Dox) dx	 (34)

2	 1

where:

Pmax = Maximum pressure at expander inlet

Do = Rotor outside diameter.

After substituting Equations 33 and 34 into 31 and 32, respectively,

performing a stepwise integration and rearranging:

R2 + Pmax b
o(1 3 - 

12 ) + 2 pmax Ao{12 - 1
1 ) + R3 = 0	 (35)

1
R2 4 _(z[13 - 1212 +12 [13 - 121}P max Do ..(3[

12	
11 1 2+ 21 [ 12 - 111)PmaxDo^ 0 

(36)

For: Pmax = 6 atm, Do = 16 cm, 11= 7.5 cm, 12 = 21.9 cm, 13 = 31.5 cm, and

14 = 39.0 cm, values for R'2 and R3 are obtained: R'2 = 937.5 kg and R 3 =

675.3 kg.

For determining the shearing and bending moments, it was assumed that re-

action R2 ' can be resolved in two equal components, R 1 and R2 (Figure 15)

acting on both bearing supports of the high pressure end of the rotor. This

assumption, however, is not quite realistic as it will overestimate the stress

conditions on the shaft. Once the external load system acting upon the shaft

37 t
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is defined, the distribution of internal shearing forces and bending moments

along the shaft can be determined.

Shearing forces are described by the following functions of shaft length,

determined separately for each length interval shown in Figure 16b.

V1) = RI	(37)

V2) = Ri + R2	(38)

V3) = R1 + R2 - f1 wl dx	 (39)

3

V4) = R1 + R2 - 1.71 (1 3 - I 2) - f 	 (w 1 - I 
w1 

I x) dx	 (40)
2	 2	 1

Numerical values for the shearing forces have been calculated and the shear

diagram plotted in Figure 16b. Below are the numerical values of shear cor-

responding to the interval boundaries:

V1) ( 15) = V1) (14) = 468 kg

V2) (l 4 ) = V2) (13 ) - 937 kg

V3) ( 1 3) = V2) ( 13) = 937 kg

V3) (12 ) = 10.4 kg

V4)(I2) = V3} ( 12) = 10.4 kg

V4) (1 1 ) = - 685 kg

V5) (o) = V4)

The next step in our analysis was to determine the internal bending

moment that is described by the following set of functions for the previously
i

established shaft length intervals:

MI) = Ri x	 (41)

M2) = R1 (15 - 14 + x) + R2x

	

	 (42)
w1xZ

M3) = RI (15	 13 + x) + R2 (14 - 13 + x) - 2	 (43)
1 - I

M4) = R1 (15 - 12 + x) + R2 (14 -- 12 + x) - w1 (13 - 12) ( 3 2 2 + x)	 (44)

2
w1 x	 1	 w1	 3	 t

--T-2	 + 6 (12--11) x

38



Numerical values of bending moments have been calculated and the bending

moment diagram plotted in Figure 16c. The numerical values of bending moment

corresponding to boundaries of intervals are:

_r

M1) (14 ) = 37.28 kgm

M2} (13 ) = 107.18 kgm

M3) (13 ) = 107.18 kgm

M3 )(12 ) = 152.41 kgm

M4 )(12 ) = 152.41 kgm

M4 )(1 1 ) = 87.54 kgm

M5) (0 ) = 36.51 kgm

M(3) (0) = 36.51 kgm*

* M(5) (0) ,^ 0 is the result of the assumption that R 1 = R2 = 1/2 R2 °. A more

exact external load identification would be possible by using methods appro-

priate for a statically indeterminate case, which was beyond the scope of this

analysis.

Determination of Torque

Pressure acting upon the rotor lobes generates the torque loading of the

shafts. Exact determination of torques generated on the male and female

rotors require three dimensional 'vector analysis which was beyond the scope of

this work. For this study, it was sufficient to understand that due to the

characteristics of the three dimensional load distribution, the tangential

force for the male rotor is set significantly further off the rotor shaft axis

than the tangential force acting on the female rotor. This is based on the

fact that for rotors with symmetric profiles the female rotor force vector

intersects the rotor axis, so no torque is produced. However, with asymmetric

profiles some torque exists on the female rotor. As a result, the torque

generated by the male rotor is also significantly larger and based on

engineering practice, the male rotor torque/female rotor torque ratio can be

assumed to be 9/1. Another aspect of torque generation for the screw expander

is that the torque is a function of rotor length because of the variable

pressure distribution. It was assumed that torque accumulates linearly along

the length of the rotor. t
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The value of the total maximum torque can be determined from the equation:

P
axT	 716.2	 (46)

max	 nm

where:

Tmax = Maximum torque at the expander output shaf t, kgm

Pmax ^ Maximum expander power output considered, hp

nm = Male rotor rpm at maximum power output

For Pmax = 200 hp, and nm = 19,000 rPM, TMaX = 7.53 kgm.

Determination of Axial Load

Axial loads exerteds on the rotors are generated by pressure differences

existing between the high and low pressure ends. It was assumed that the dis-

tribution of axial pressure over higY pressure rotor end would follow the pat-

tern shown in Figure 17. Such a linear distribution can account for the

decrease in pressure in the subsequent interlobe spaces where expansion occurs

and for throttling of the working gas around the rotor in the small clearance

between the rotor end and high pressure end plate.

The axial load can be expressed as:

2
ITD 0

F	 -T— P K	 (47)ax	 MAX

where K = coefficient approximating load distribution.

For given values Pmax, Do and K = 0.75, Fax = 904 kg.

Centrifugal Load and Corresponding State of Stress in Ceramic Shell of
Rotor

High operating speeds of the male rotor will generate high centrifugal

forces Stressing the ceramic shell of the rotor. An approximate determination

and evaluation of the stresses within the ceramic shell was performed to

determine the possibility of overstressing the ceramic in the design, leading
SWIV

to failure. The complex form of the ceramic shell complicates the determina-

tion of the load generated by the centrifugal forces and the corresponding
C^. - 11"
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stresses.	 For the objectives of this pro,%,_:t, a simplified approach was
f;

selected which reduces the problem to plane one -dimensional state of stress r

similar to that in stalls of pressure vessels.

The basic assumptions of the load model are: #

*	 Boundary surface between the core and ceramic shell is a free surface (no
adhesive forces)

o	 Elementary centrifugal forces distributed in the body of the ceramic
shell are substituted for by resultants acting at the centroids of por-
tions of the cross -sectional area.	 The load model chosen for stress j
determination is shown in Figure 18, which represents static equilibrium
for a quarter of the ceramic shell. E

The	 =al force exerted on one quarter of the ceramic shell is:

Fc - 
AFc1 + AFc2	

(48)

t'

4

4Fc1 = w r t 	Am1 = w2 r 1 Al ALr p	 (49)

•

r

AFc2 = w2 r2 Am2 = w2 r2 A2 BL	 p	 (50)

where:

W	 = Angular velocity of rotor

r1 , r2	 = Radii of centroids of areas A l and A2 from which the cross sec- -i
tion of the quarter is composed

AL	 Elementary lengths of screw axis of centroids of A l and A2

P	 - Density of ceramics for fixed value of wrap angle.
I

Equations 48, 49, and 50, when combined, become:

F 	
=	 w pL ( r1 Al T1 + r2 )	 (51)

Having determined the components of the centrifugal force loading the quarter

of the ceramic shell and taking into account the axisymmetry of centrifugal

load, the problem of determining the stress distribution within the ceramic
f-

a'

shell can be treated as if it were for cylindrical pressure vessels. 	 This

'	 particular case results in the existence of normal stress, a x (notation for

42
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normal and shear stress is included in r-igure 18), located in axial Section II

of the shell described by equation:

P ^OX
	 t

where:

P	 = Pressure exerted on internal surface of cylinder

= Radius of internal surface of cylinder

t	 = Thickness of cylinder wall.

To adapt the centrifugal stress for the stress distribution model, a sub-

stitute pressure has to be defined. We assume that this pressure is exerted

on the free internal cylindrical surface of the ceramic shell located at rmin,

which can be found from:

2F
c

p(rmin)	 r rmin L	
(53)

From Equations 52 and 53:

2F

a	 (54)
X	 zrtL 

Calculations based on the described stress distribution model were conducted

for the following selected design dimensions and additional assumptions:

•	 Centrifugal stresses are calculated for the male rotor due to its higher
rpm

•	 Asymmetric profile is replaced by a symmetric profile to simplify calcu-
lations

Following dimensions are used for calculations (see Figure 19).

Addendum radius of rotor: Rmax - 8.0 cm

Dedendum radius of rotor: R o = 4.8 cm

Lobe radius: r  = 3.0 cm

Lobe area centroid radius: r2 = 6.0 cm

Thin wall area centroid radius: r1	 3.9 cm

Thick wall area centroid radius: r1 ► , = 2.9 cm
k-

($2)
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Thin wall area TD: Rmin ' = 3.0 cm

Thick wall area ID: Rmin " = 1.5 cm

Ceramic density: 3.2 g/cm3

Speed. 20,000 rpm.

Calculations of ax for the thin and thick wall section of the ceramic

shell resulted in:

ox ' = 1008 kg/cm2 (thin wall); ax " - 566 kg/cm. 2 (thick wall)

For better characterization of the centrifugal stress for the ceramic shell,

it was considered necessary to determine the approximate value of centrifugal

stress normal to Section lI (Figure 18) at the base of the lobe. This was

,found to be approximately 396 kg/cm2•

Determination of Bending Stresses

According to the theories of bending of composite members (composed of

two materials having different moduli of elasticity), its transformed cross

section has to first be found before bending stresses in a given section can

be determined. Another simplifying assumption that is made in determining the

bending stress distribution (which will be used for torsion, shear and

compression stresses as well) is that the working cross section of the rotor

is restricted to the dedendum circle only. This eliminates the influence of

the cross-sectional areas of the lobes which increases the strength of a

loaded cross section. We know that the transformed area of the composite

cross section is described by:

A' = A E2 /E 1	(55)

where:

A	 = Area of the part of composite total area to be replaced by transformed
area

E2 -	 Young's modulus of ceramic material, replaced by equivalent steel

El =	 Young's modulus of steel, substituting for ceramic material

46



and that the section of composite total area to be replaced is of annular

shape, shown in Figure 20. The transformed section will be represented by a

circle having:

R  - 
3 
Ro n + R min 2 0 - n)

	 (56)

where:

n	 = E2/R1

Ro = Addendum diameter

Rmin ` Actual radius cf ceramic shell..

The value of Ro l for our design is 5.1 cm.

After determining the transformed section, the maximum bending stresses

in the rotor can be found for the rotor cross section located under the maxi-

mum of bending moment (Figure 16) from:

4 M

o2r -	
max
	

(57)

n Roy

For our design dimensions, 02r = 147 kg/cm2 . Bending stresses in the shaft at

the ball bearing are o2s = 303 kg/cm2•

Determination of Torsion Stresses

Torque is generated at the perimeter of the male rotor and it is distri-

buted along the rotor at a rate which is a function of the pressure distribu-

tion. The torsion stress in the ceramic shell should be considered along its

circumferential support with the concentric steel core. To minimize the tor-

sion of the ceramic shell., a spline joint between it and the steel core is

provided along the full length where torque transmission could occur. In gen-

eral, the torsion-induced stresses that have to be determined are: shearing

of spline, compression on spline surface, and shearing torsional stress in the

steel core,

From the spline cross section shown in Figure 21, the following relation-

ships are:

Spline loading tangent resultant:

P = —xT,	 (58)
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Figure 20. REPRESENTATION OF ROTOR CROSS-SECTION
FOR DETERMINATION OF BENDING STRESSES
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Ceramic spline shearing stress:

. T(c)	 5 (iL + wj) nyx (59) 

where:

1
S,L,w,h = Dimensions from Figure 21

i,j	 = Number of portions of the above dimensions

n	 Number of splines

Ceramic and steel spline compression stress:

.
P

°'x (c,$) = h (i L + wj) n (60)

Maximum torsion shear stress in steel core:

Tzx(S) =	
2T3

(61)
IT
	 r

Values of these stresses have been calculated for the following data:	 T = 7.5

kg (assuming that total torque is generated on the male rotor); 	 r	 1 cm; L =

4 cm; w = 1.5 cm;	 i = 4; j = 7;	 h = 8;	 n = 0.3 cm; D = 6 cm.

For design conditions:

TyX (c)	
= 7.0 kg / cm2

ox(c,$)	 = 12.0 kg/cm2

• TZX(s)	 = 477.4 kg/cm2

Thrust Compression

The ceramic shell is subjected to axial pressure load which must be ab-

sorbed by the steel core and then by the axial bearings. 	 Thrust compression

developed on the core thrust surfaces will contribute to the total stress in

the rotor's ceramic shell.
^	 s

Compression stress at ceramic thrust surface can be determined from equa-

tion:
4 F

ax
a^ =	

2
2

m(D	 _d ) ^r

(62)

1



where:

Fax	 Axial load

m	 -- Number of thrust surfaces

For given design conditions cZ = 9 kg/cm3.

Transverse Shearing

The shearing stresses induced by transverse forces are not Laken into

account in this analysis due to their negligible values.

Summary of Stress Analysis

Our stress analysis revealed that the stresses of concern in the expander
design (excluding bearings) are those in the ceramic portion of the rotors.

The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 1. The table contains

stress point locations, inducing load and corresponding stress value, prin-

ciple stress value, maximum shearing stress, and estimated safety factor at
the point. Mechanical properties of a candidate ceramic, silicon nitride

(S'A), were used. Flexural strength for hot pressed Si 3N4 is listed as

12,000 kg/cm2 , and for sintered Si 3N4 as 8,500 kg/cm2 . A reliable shear

strength was identified by the properties of brittle materials, in which it

should be similar to the flexural strength.

The theoretical overall safety factor for the more heavily loaded male

rotor is about 8. In spite of this acceptable value which was arrived at by

our conservative approach, we believe that a more reliable estimate must be

based on a detailed study of ceramic properties.

Our conclusions based on the stress analysis are:

0	 Ceramics potentially can be applied as structural material for screw
expander rotors

a	 Fabric-reinforced ceramics should be considered due to the high centri-
fugal stress on the rotors.

Design Description

A characteristic feature of the screw expander design is its composite

structure using both metallic and ceramic components. The design of the ex-

pander is shown in Figure 22, which is referenced in the detailed description

below. A complete set of detailed drawing is appended.
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Table 1. SUMMARY OF STRESS DISTRIBUTION DETERMINATION WITHIN THE CERAMIC SHELL OF MALE ROTOR

ui

s

Stress
Stress

Inducing Stress
Principal

Ultimate Safety Illustration of

Location Point
Design

Load Value
S t res s

Strength Factor Components of Stress

kG/cm kG/cm7 kG/cm2

Dedendum Diameter
G 

Bending 147.0

Central Point of G 1008.0 1008 8500 -8.5

Rotor Void
xmax

Centrif.

Maximum vending
Gxmin

Stressing 566.0 I
Cross-Section

Dedendum Diameter
G 

Bending 147.0

Central Point of Gx 566 566.0 8500 -15.0
Rotor Lobe

3
Centrif. 4114

ti
Maximum Bending G StressinE 396
Cross-Section

Spline Diameter of G 
Bending 30.0

Shell Internal
Bore G Centrif. 566.0 566.0 8500 ^015.0

X Stressin
Maximum Bending ,e Spline 7.0 ;
Cross-Section Yx Shearing

O

c^
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Two rotors, the male rotor (2) and the female rotor (3), are enclosed

inside rotor housing (1) and are supported by three bearings each, the axial i

bearing (14), axial/radial bearing (19) and radial bear^ing (27). 	 This
t

arrangement was suggested by SKF, a Swiss bearing manufacturer, with whom we

have consulted on the design of rotor support system.	 The rotors are a com-

posite design; the ceramic, screw lobbed shell is molded around a steel core

or shaft (4).	 The steel core is designed to provide structural integrity to

the rotor assembly, carry the torsional, transverse, and thrust Loads acting

on the rotors, and contribute to the rigidity of the rotors.	 The rotor

housing is composed of a ceramic cylinder (14) inserted into the metal casting

of the housing.	 The ends of the housing are closed by a low pressure end

plate (5) and a high pressure end plate (6), made of.ceramic and incorporating

shaft seal housings (20), sealing packages (21), and labyrinth seals (22).

Intake and outlet ports are formed in the end plates, Located so that the

design expansion ratio is provided, with pressure overexpansion controlled by i
t	 ^

the expansion modulation system (29).	 Ease of assembly is achieved by using a

split design of the high pressure end bearing and timing gear housing.	 This
i

consists of the axial./radial bearing housing (7), intake ducting of the

expander, and the axial bearing housing (8). 	 Shaft nuts (12) and (16) permit

precise axial positioning of the rotors and control the size of the high pres-

sure clearance between the rotor end and the end plate. 	 The one-piece radial

bearing housing (23) retains the low pressure end plate and has the exhaust

ducting.	 The timing gears (9) and (10) are contained in the axial/radial

bearing housing.	 A flange (32) formed as portions of the high pressure end

bearing housing is used to bolt the expander to the power train housing.	 The

male shaft timing gear (10) is also used for power take-off. 	 The unit is

closed by four bearing covers, i.e., (11) and (26).

Placement and Manifolding of the Screw Compressor-Expander Subs stem

A number of possibilities exist for the placement of the screw compressor-

expander subsystem on the engine. our suggested placement described below has

been constrained by the following considerations:

0	 The arrangement of the positive displacement compressor-expander subsys-
tem should assure optimal operation and produce as low an overall box
volume as practical

i
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4	 Installation of the subsystem should permit power transfer in a manner
similar to that used on the TCD -450 turbocompound system, in order to
keep the numbers of unique parts to a minimum

a	 Installation of the subsystem should require a minimum number of changes
to the existing engine assembly arrangement.

The suggested conceptual arrangement is shown in Figures 23, 24, and 25.

The arrangement consists of the expander (1) and compressor (2) integrated in

one assembly which is mounted on the right side of the engine block (as in the

TCD-450). Location and general arrangement of the power train is basically

the same as the turbocompound system's. For this arrangement, a new exhaust

manifold ( 3) must be designed. During the initial development stages this can

be of the steady-flow type„

The exhaust gases feed into the expander through an intake duct and exit

the expander through an outlet duct located between the expander and the en-

gine block. The space between the compressor and engine block would be used

for ducting intake air to the compressor. The pressurized air exits the com-

pressor through a duct similar to the one used with the turbocompressor.

i

The suggested arrangement of the positive displacement compound subsystem

fits into the overall layout of the NTC-400 reasonably well. The primary area

not addressed is that of the power train; however, the power train linking the

screw expander and engine should be smaller than the one for the turbocompound
	

k^

system because of the lower gear ratio required.

Cost and Production Engineering Considerations

One of the most significant concerns in our assessment of the potential

of screw machines has been the cost of the components, mainly the rotors.

This is dictated by the inherent features of more bulk material compared to

turbomachinery, and by the time- -consuming production techniques. We refer to

rotors of about 100 mm size, since this is the size for which we have obtained

some reference data. Scaling the result linearly to the 160 mm range should

not introduce significant error. The current production cost for a bare 102 mm,

{	 flooded compressor (material and labor) is about $1000 ( 1982 )6 This is for an

assembled machine that weighs about 110 pounds, with an approximate production

-̀	 run of 20/day. To achieve better surface quality and higher productivity,

rotors for these machines are now being hobbed rather than milled on Hol.royd

special milling machines. This new technology has been developed by two
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Figure 25. VIEW OF SCREW COMPRESSOR AND EXPANDER MOUNTING ARRANGEHENT
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German companies, Pfauter and Lieb. However, implementing this manufacturing

process has not resulted in the price reduction required for the application

under study, and it is doubtful that any technique requiring final machining

can achieve the necessary price reduction.

However, recent developments in ceramic technology show promise in rotor

production applications. Recent work at Lawrence Livermore Labs (LLL) has

demonstrated that silicon nitride rotors of this size may be cast using the

advanced, experimental technique of reaction-bonding. This has been the work

of five companies (3 in Europe and 2 in the U.S.) and has supposedly resulted

in techniques in which the rotors can be manufactured to the required toler-

ances, with no further need of machining.

Any attempt to estimate the potential manufacturing cost of a composite

material (ceramic/metal) version of a 100 mm machine would be difficult at

this time. However, using the above information and an estimate of LLL that

the ceramic segment of the rotor would be $15, we believe that a 50% reduction

in manufacturing cost is feasible if the following assumptions are used:

a. Cost of a normal set of rotors is 45% to 50% of the total, $450

b. The steel portion of the new rotors would be equivalent to the rotor
costs minus profile generation costs; this would be about 33%, $150

co	 The cost of the ceramic portion of the rotors is $30 for bothl

d. Total cost of the rotors would be $180

e. The housing, bearings, gears, etc., cost $550j

f. Reduction in size and complexity would account for a 40% reduction in
cost, producing a new cost of $330

g. Then, the total cost for a new composite ceramic/metal expander would be
$510.

It is possible that further cost reductions can be made by applying new

process technology and mass production factors. However, we are not certain

what their effect would be.

Testing Considerations

In general, supercharging and power recovery machines serving adiabatic

diesels will have to sustain operation under very severe operating conditions

and requirements. These conditions and requirements cannot be considered
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common for any existing and Marketed machine (positive displacement or dynamic).

Screw machinery is not an exception since very little is known about their

performance as dry expanders, about manufacturing them in composite Metal/

ceramic structures, and about making them much less expensive than commonly

produced compressors. In this preliminary design and evaluation program we

have considered all of the special conditions and requirements. Consequently,

we have produced a design with many unique elements that will require the

experimental expander to be first tested separately from the engine (recipro-

cator) with which it may eventually be compounded. A detailed work plan for

an experimental phase encompassing such testing would include:

1. Materials and production techniques for rotors of composite structure.
Particularly important are:

Cost of rotors

Practicality of tolerance field

Surface quality

w Dimensional stability under temperature, pressure stress

® Material uniformity and structure

Tolerance to mechanical contact.

2. Stress analysis of composite structure rotors. In this area problems
appear to be solvable but a more detailed investigation is needed in:

• Assessing the centrifugal stress in ceramic shells of rotors

• Stress concentration in boundary zone of ceramic shell (next to steel
core)

® Dynamic deflection of rotor axis and possible interference with field

of tolerance.

3. Design specifics of dry radial ball (needle) and axial roller bearings in
terms of selecting size, type, and precision category with regard to:

a Stressing of both rolling elements and bearing races caused by high
centrifugal forces involved

;-0'	 ® High-frequency, low amplitude dynamic character of the load

R	 ® Large temperature swings.

r

4
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4. Design specifics of dry-operated timing gears (in case that such a design
option would be selected) as to the selection of type, precision cate-
gory, and type of coating, with respect to:

• Assembly and adjustments

• Noise

• Mechanical loss.

5. Design specifics of discharge and filling manifolds and connecting pipes
between the engine and the components; and compressor suction, expander
discharge manifolds with respect to:

• Pressure wave propagation, ram and blow-by effects

• Exhaust and suction noise.

6. Design point and part-load performance. Selection of design operating
point is of extreme importance for optimizing the size, operating speed
range, and built-in volume ratio of the machines. The main parameters of
size, speed, and absolute clearances will have to be analyzed as to their
influence on the overall system performance over the range of engine
operating conditions. Significance of this influence must be established
in order to determine the design point conditions and design specifica-
tions of:

• Tolerable clearances

r Built-in volume ratio and need for its control

a Preferred speed range.

In order to carry out this experimental phase the presented design of the

expander would have to be changed nominally. It would include an extension of

the male rotor shaft to directly engage (through a coupling) with a driving

motor (for compression, mechanical, and stress testing) and/or a power output

(torque) metering brake. Another essential element for testing would be the

inlet and discharge absorption type silencers. The design of these elements

has not been carried out as part of this project since it represents applying

straight-forward engineering practices.

1
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this project, we have evaluated the potential performance of a screw

expander for operation in a positive displacement-compound diesel system.

Through our evaluation of the potential performance of the expander based on

compressor data, we have projected a maximum overall adiabatic efficiency of

95% and evaluated performance over an extended range of operating pressure

ratios, up to 5. This has allowed us to project the potential overall system

brake specific fuel consumption when using screw machinery in comparison with

the current turbocompound system. Based on this evaluation, we have found

that the positive displacement system has the potential of performing 7% bet-

ter than the turbocompound system in brake mean effective pressure and 5% in

brake specific fuel consumption at rated conditions. In addition, part load

and lower speed operation has the potential of even better relative perform-

ance than they turbocompound system. These results would be further increased

if the system were applied to an adiabatic diesel system.

We have accomplished the preliminary design of the screw expander and

have evaluated the charging and expansion volumes. These results were used to

adjust the initial dimensions of the machine and to establish preliminary port

timing. We have also decided on the probable location of the positive dis-

placement compound subsystem on the engine and the manifolding required. in

doing so, we considered the current turbocompound system and used that as a

guideline so that changes in incorporating the positive displacement subsystem

may be kept at a minimum.

We have also evaluated the stresses on the designed expander, and have

found that the design has a minimum safety factor of 8, assuming the use of a

composite steel/ceramic rotor with silicon nitride of uniform quality. How-

ever, it is not known whether this value is acceptable.

In addition, we have included a concept which would eliminate the poten-

tial of overexpansion which may occur in a machine with a higher design pres-

sure ratio than would be required under some operating conditions.

Finally, we have considered the testing requirements for a screw expander

given that this design reaches the experimental stage.

As a result of our study of screw machinery applied as auxiliary equip-

ment to a diesel engine, we have concluded that there is a definite potential 	 t
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for these machines in this new type of service. We have shown that the

potential performance of a compound diesel system using a screw expander is

better than the baseline turbocompound diesel system at rated conditions and

at part load, based on brake specific fuel consumption and brake mean effec-

tive pressure. Based on our stress analysis, we have concluded that the use

of a composite steel/ceramic rotor is possible, allowing the rotors to operate

in the high temperatures of the exhaust. We have also concluded that the

positive displacement subsystem ( of screw compressor and expander) can be

interconnected with the engine requiring a minimum of changes to the method

employed with the current turbocompound system. We have finally concluded

that the concept of screw positive displacement compound diesel systems repre-

sents a significant technology that should be further pursued.

^h
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RECOMMENDATIONS

yy^

This preliminary assessment has indicated further work necessary before 	 r,

proceeding to experimental development of the screw expander. Specifically,

we recommend:	 'f

•	 Further analytical work to verify the projected efficiency levels casing a 	 !
more rigorous approach to its assessment

•	 Detailed evaluation of the operating volume and port timing to include 	 4;

the effects of pressurized intake and rotor profiles 	 k'

•	 Evaluation of the effects of overexpansion on the operation of the
expander, to determine whether a modulation: concept such as that
presented in this report would significantly improve the part load
performance of the expander

•	 Detailed assessment to more accurately determine the estimated stresses
on the rotors of a composite steel/ceramic expander, specifically whether
advanced, fabric-reinforced ceramics should be considered. 	 I',
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APPENDIX 2

Evaluation of the Positive Displacement
Compressor/Expander Subsystem
for the Turbocompound Engine

by

M. M. Kamel
Cummins Engine Company, Inc.

DISCUSSION

An investigation by the Institute of Gas Technology (IGT)
suggested that high component efficiencies could be expected
from positive displacement compressors and expanders. Table 1
is a summary of their predicted efficiencies for a positive
displacement compressor and expander system which was designed
to replace the turbocharger and power turbine of the
turbocompound 450 HP NH engine.

To predict the potential engine performance improvements
using the positive displacement machines the cycle analysis
program TRANSENG was used. The program had been previously
used to predict the turbocompound engine performance and gave
satisfactory results when compared to measured data. It was,
therefore, decided to use it for this task. Since the positive
displacement expander was designed to replace both the
turbocharger turbine and the power turbine, it was convenient
to model its performance by simply running the simulation
program with current turbine and power turbine flow
characteristics but with similar efficiency values. These
characteristics were obtained from the turbocompound engine
test data.

Table 2 shows some test data for the 450 HP turbocompound
engine. Discrepancies have been detected in the (IGT) data in
Table 1, when compared to engine test data. For the expander,
the BMEP values quoted are not consistent; the 1600 rpm values
are for the "Reciprocator" while the rest are for the
"Turbocompound" engine. Also, all pressure ratio values for
the expander are higher than the overall expansion ratios from
the test data. This could be a design characteristic for the
positive displacement expander (i.e. higher pressure ratio for
the same mass flow) and could have implications on the engine
performance. In the present investigation only the effect of
the increased efficiencies was considered.

Since the main attractions of the positive displacement
equipment are the predicted high efficiencies. it was decided
to concentrate our prediction efforts on the effect of the
increased efLiciencies on overall engine system efficiency.
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This was accomplished by using the cycle simulation program to
predict the increase in engine power when the component
efficiencies are increased while holding the fuel consumption
(lb/hr) constant at the Sams speed.

Three engine speeds were considered: 1900, 1600, and 1300
rpm, at full load conditions only. For every :ngine speed, the
engine power was predicted for three component efficiencies,
70, 80, and 90%. All components; namely, compressor, turbine,
and power turbine, were assumed to be equal. The predicted
data were normalized using predicted engine power for the 70%
components efficiency case and is shown in Figure 1. The
figure shows the total engine system power and the contribution
of the power turbine.

From the figure, it is seen that an increase of component
efficiencies from 70 to 90% is expected to render improvements
in engine efficiency at 1900 and 1300 rpm of 9 and 12.5%,
respectively. The corresponding increases of the power turbine
contributions to the total engine power are 7 and 4%,
respectively. The increase in the power turbine contribution
amplifies the total efficiency gains as expected since the
power turbine is directly connected to the engine crankshaft
and any efficiency improvement for it would be reflected as an
increased engine power. Figure 1 was used to predict potential
engine efficiency improvements when using a positive
displacement compressor/expander system. Examining Table 1, it
was concluded that at full engine load, an average compressor
and expander efficiency of 87.5% could be expected. The
corresponding value for current turbomachine was considered to
be 80%. Examining the test data in Table 2, it is known that
some of the turbine efficiency values reported are too higr due
to our test measurement technique. More specifically, this is
due to the fact that we do not accurately measure the
integrated average state from which the effi^iency is
calculated.

It is concluded that for components efficiency
improvements from 80% to 87.5%, the expected engine efficiency
gains are 3.3 and 4.7% at 1900 and 1300 rpm, respectively-
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TABLE 1
OF POCR Q

PREDICTED EFFICIENCIES

CLEAUANCI: oxlj : U . UU50 on•3inu spuud : 1300.0  rtAn
BMEP: 136.4 Press ratio: 2.36 EFFICIENCY exp = 0.866
BMEP: 202.8 Press raLio: 3.00 EFFICIENCY exp = 0.904
BMEP: 231.2 Press ratio: 3.23 EFFICIENCY exp = 0.909

CLEARANCE exp: 0.0050 engine speed: 1600.0 rpm
BMEP: 43.9 Press ratio: 1.56 EFFICIENCY exp = 0.535
BMEP: 88.2 Press ratio: 2.03 EFFICIENCY exp = 0.790
BMEP: 115.2 Press ratio: 2.28 EFFICIENCY exp = 0.844
BMEP: 141.0 Press ratio: 2.53 EFFICIENCY exp = 0.875
BMEP: 176.4 Press ratio: 2.85 EFFICIENCY exp = 0,900

CLEARANCE exp: 0.0050 engine speed: 1900.0 rpm
BMEP: 80.3 Press ratio: 2.18 EFFICIENCY exp, 0.807
BMEP: 104.1 Press ratio: 2.45 EFFICIENCY exp = 0.857
BMEP: 128.2 Press ratio: 2.86 EFFICIENCY exp = 0.899
BMEP: 159.6 Press ratio: 3.02 EFFICIENCY exp = 0.909

BMEP: 190.8 Press ratio: 3.32 EFFICIENCY exp = 0.922
BMEP: 198.5 Press ratio: 3.34 EFFICIENCY exp = 0.923

CLEARANCE comp: 0.0050 engine speed: 1300.0 rpm
BMEP: 136.4 Press ratio: 1.67 EFFICIENCY comp = 0.822
BMEP: 202.8 Press ratio: 2.07 EFFICIENCY comp = 0.856
BMEP: 231.2 Press ratio: 2.25 EFFICIENCY comp = 0.855

CLEARANCE comp. 0.0050 engine speed: 1600.0 rpm
BMEP:	 43.9 Press ratio: 1.31 EFFICIENCY comp = 0.605
BMEP: 88.2 Press ratio: 1.57 EFFICIENCY comp = 0.751
BMEP: 115.2 Press ratio: 1.74 EFFICIENCY comp = 0.792
BMEP: 141.0 Press ratio: 1.91 EFFICIENCY comp = 0.813
BMEP: 176.4 Press ratio	 2.14 EFFICIENCY comp = 0.822

CLEARANCE comp: 0.0050 engine speed: 1900.0 rpm
BMEP: 60.3 Press ratio: 1.74 EFFICIENCY comp = 0.745
BMEP: 104.1 Press ratio: 1.93 EFFICIENCY comp = 0.770
BMEP: 128.2 Press ratio: 2.12 EFFICIENCY comp = 0.781
17M1':I l :	 I^i').f>	 I > r^r:rr:	 r',^1 iii:	 :'. 1(i	 Ill-'l('Ih:N(:Y	 ^nrl 	 ..	 ll.!!)I

BMEP: 190.8 Press ratio: 2.61 EFFICIENCY camp = 0.778
BMEP: 198.5 Press ratio	 2.64 EFFICIENCY comp = 0.777
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Table 2

Engine Test Data
TORQUE

Cummins NTC-450 Turbocom_nound PEAK RATED

engine
ENGINE RPM 1300.5 1600.0 1901.2
FUEL RATE, LB/HR 103.0 94.0 141.1
RCP, TORQUE, FT. L8 131.1. 936. 1125.
PT. TORQUE, FT. LB 60. 64. 12.5.
CPD. TORQUE, FT. LB 1371. 1000. 1250.
RCP. BHP 324.6 285.0 407.4
PT. BHP 14.9 19.6 45.1
CPD. BHP 339.5 304.6 452.5
RCP,	 BMEP, PSI 231.2 165.0 198.5
PT.	 BMEP, PSI 10.6 11.4 22.0
CPD.	 BMEP, PSI 241.8 176.4 220.5
1tc p ,	 USFC,	 Lo/NP/Im .317 .330 .3IG
CPD. BSFC, LB/HP/HR .304 .309 .312
FUEL/AIR RATIO .0363 .0302 .0327
AIR/FUEL RATIO 26.1 33.1 30.6
VOLUMETRIC EFF. - AMBIENT 192.4 182.7 211.8
VOLUMETRIC EFF. - MANIFOLD 90.9 91.7 90.2
ACTUAL ENGINE AIRFLOW, LB/MIN 44.8 51.9 71.9
SMOKE READING .00 .00 .00

PRESSURE DATA
COMPRESSOR INLET (TOTAL ASS), IN-HG 29.03 28.64 28.21
COMPRESSOR DISCHRG (TOTAL ADS), IN-HG 65.16 G1.46 71.51
MANIFOLD INTAKE (ABS), IN-HG 64.53 60.50 73.11
MANIFOLD EXHAUST (ASS),	 IN-HG 59.13 65.90 85.91
MANIFOLD INTAKE (GAGE) 34.90 31.10 43.60
MANIFOLD EXHAUST (GAGE) 29.50 36.50 56.40
TURBINE INLET (TOTAL ABS), IN-HG 61.19 68.14 89.57
TURBINE EXHAUST (ABS), IN-HG 37.23 39.20 46.61
P. TURBINE INLET (TOTAL ABS), IN-HG 37.33 39.33 47.00
P. TURBINE EXHAUST (ABS), IN-HG 30.53 30.40 31.41
P. TURBINE INLET (GAGE) 7.50 9.70 17.10
P. TURBINE EXHAUST (GAGE) .90 1.00 1.90
DELTA P ENGINE, IN-HG 5.40 -5.40 -12.80

TEMPERATURE DATA
COMPRESSOR INLET, DEGREES F 84.00 85.00 84.00
COMPRESSOR DISCHARGE, DEGREES F 259. 243. 312.
MANIFOLD INTAKE, DEGREES F 99. 101. 112.
MANIFOLD EXHAUST DEGREES F 960. 875. 1030.
TURBINE INLET, DEGREES F 1050. 925. 1070.
TURBINE OUTLET, DEGREES F 917. 780. 875.

TURBOCHARGER DATA
COMPRESSOR MAP FLOW (545 1 29.38), LB/MIN 45.4 53.4 75.3
COMPRESSOR MAP FLOW (545,29.38), CFM 635. 748. 1054.
COMPRESSOR MAP FLOW (545,28.4), LB/MIN 43.9 51.6 72.8
COMPRESSOR MAP FLOW (545,28.4), CFM 635. 747. 1054.
TURBINE MAP FLOW, LB/MIN 22.0 21.8 24.4
COMPRESSOR WHEEL SPEED (545) 54170. 54000. 64499.
TURBINE WHEEL SPEED 91660) 56744. 59118. 67122.
COMPRESSOR PRESS RATIO 2.244 2.146 2.641
AD. EFF. .806 .814 .760 IN
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TURBINE PRESS RATIO
AD. EPP.
COMBINED EFFICIENCY

GOWER TURBINE DATA
TURBINE PRESS. RATIO
TURBINE MAP FLOW (1660,29.38), LB/MIN
TURBINE EFF. (ASSUMED)
AD. TURBINE POWER

TORQUE
PEAK - RATED

1.644 1.738 1.922
.923 .850 .890
.674 .631 .638

1.223 1.294 1.496
33.5 34.6 42.0
.81 .81 .81	 i

20.4 26.8 61.6
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